Predicting students’ outcome by interaction monitoring
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ABSTRACT

2. PRESENCECLICK

In this paper we propose to predict the students’ outcome by
analyzing the interactions that happen in class during the course.
PresenceClick lets teachers and students register their interactions
during learning sessions in an agile way to give feedback in return
about the students’ learning progress by means of visualizations.
Some of the registered interactions are the students who are
attending class and a subset of the students’ emotions felt during
learning sessions. We have found correlations among attendance,
emotions and performance in the final exam. This paper presents
the study carried out to build a prediction model for the students’
mark in the final exam based on these interactions. The purpose is
to advice teachers about students in risk to fail.

PresenceClick is a distributed and modular environment that
captures the interactions in learning sessions in an agile way. On
the one hand, the AttendanceModule automatically captures the
list of attendees to class. On the other hand, the EmotionsModule
lets teachers capture the emotional state of the classroom related
to whatever specific activity of the course. Students quantifies
their emotions (six positive –enjoyment, hope, pride, excitement,
confidence and interest– and six negative –anxiety, anger, shame,
hopelessness, boredom and frustration–) in a 6-likert scale
questionnaire based on the models described in [6] and [7]. The
analyzed data belong to two subjects of Computer
Science:Modular and Object Oriented Programming, (MOOP)
and Basic Programming (BP). In MOOP 97 students were
enrolled whereas 81 students participated in BP. The data were
collected asking students to fill different event questionnaires. The
MOOP students were asked three times to fill events where 41, 20
and 41 students responded respectively. The BP students were
asked six times and 56, 36, 57, 48, 29 and 13 students participated
(last event participation was low due to a server problem).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Drop out or failure is a common issue related to university
students. Many studies have been carried out to detect students’
problems, or even to predict the students’ outcome, by applying
data mining techniques to their interactions with intelligent
tutoring systems [1] or course management systems [2] [3]. Other
works include a wide range of potential predictors –i.e.
personality factors, intelligence and aptitude tests, academic
achievement, previous college achievements, or demographic
data− to predict drop out and students’ performance in high school
[4] [5]. However, these works leave aside all the information that
can be collected from the interactions that happen in face-to-face
learning, the most extended way of education.
During traditional learning courses there is no way to detect
problems or to know the performance of students in the final
exam, except applying the teacher’s intuition on the in-class
students’ interactions. This is even more difficult as the number of
students in class grows, which is a current common issue at
university worldwide. In this line, this papers aims to answer the
next research questions: Is it possible to predict the students’
outcome by analyzing the interactions that happen in class? And,
can we detect any interaction that especially influences the mark?

3. PREDICTING OUTCOME
Building a predicting model for students’ outcome in the final
exam was aimed to let teachers foresee those students that could
be in risk to fail in the subject or even drop out.
In MOOP 44 students out of 97 enrolled attended the exam and 50
responded at least one emotion event, while 59 students attended
the exam from 81 students enrolled in BP and 68 responded at
least one emotion event. As the students dropping out the subject
precisely are an important sample set to study, and as a
considerable number of students did not attend the exam in both
subjects, three different cases were studied: (Case1 - NA=F)
Students non attending the exam were not considered; (Case2 NA=T; mean=F): Students non attending the exam were assigned
0 as mark; (Case3 - NA=T; mean=T): Students non attending the
exam were assigned the mean of the fails as mark, where fails are
all the students with mark<5.
The three phase experiment that follows was carried out.

3.1 Phase 1: Correlation analysis
Pearson-correlation analysis was conducted between markattendance and mark-emotions. All the positive/negative emotions
were gathered together, and the mean from all the events where
each student participated was calculated in order to normalize the
data. Table 1 shows the correlations for the three cases between
mark-attendance, mark-positive emotions and mark-negative
emotions. In both subjects attendance and students’ negative
emotions influence the mark in the final exam (except when non
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Table 1. Correlations with the mark in MOOP
Case
NA=F
MOOP

NA=T,
mean=F
NA=T,
mean=T
NA=F

BP

NA=T,
mean=F
NA=T,
mean=T

Attendance
0.45
(p=0.0048)
0.6
(p=4.02e-06)
0.54
(p=4.7e-05)
0.25
(p= 0.071)
0.48
(p=0.0004)
0.39
(p=0.0009)

Pos emo
0.45
(p=0.0056)
0.46
(p=0.0008)
0.46
(p=0.0008)
0.13
(p= 0.35)
0.28
(p=0.019)
0.23
(p=0.054)

Neg emo
-0.46
(p=0.0034)
-0.65
(p=3.78e-07)
-0.59
(p=5.45e-06)
-0.29
(p=0.034)
-0.34
(p=0.0042)
-0.33
(p=0.006)

3.2 Phase 2: Multiple linear regression
In this stage of the experiment we looked for a model with a
multiple linear regression analysis to predict the numeric mark of
the student. For both subjects, 2/3 of the population was taken for
training while the remaining was taken for validation. The three
variables together were tested as dependent in order to predict the
mark (w+ x*   + y*
   + z*    ).
However, for all cases the standard deviation of the model
prediction error rounded two points, which implies a margin too
big (in a scale grade from 0 to 10, where fails are above 5). All the
emotions were also studied individually to check if any of them
could explain the mark, but the error rounded the two points.

3.3 Phase 3: Classification tree
Finally, we ran a decision tree to predict whether a student drops
out, fails or passes the exam. Data from both subjects were
normalized and gathered in a unique dataset, and different models
were tested taking into account different variables in order to find
the one that better predicted the students’ performance. Figure 1
presents the decision tree for the training set that best predicted
the students’ performance taking into account the attendance and
the students’ negative emotions.

drop out students have been predicted with PASS, we can
conclude that the model is quite good, although a major sample is
needed in order to adjust it for a better prediction.
Table 2. Predictions table
Real

Class

attendees to exam were not considered in BP) according to
literature (p>|0.3|) [8]. Student’s positive emotions influence the
mark only in MOOP. This could be due to the fact that being
aware of the negative emotions is usually easier than being aware
of the positive ones. In addition, we could also suppose that
students expressing negative emotions in questionnaires are not
lying, whereas students could increase the value of their positive
emotions in order to be closer to the group feelings.

FAIL
3

NA
3

NA

2

19

2

82,61%

90,48%

PASS

1

2

20

86,96%

76,92%

FAIL

PASS
4

Precis.
30%

Recall
50%

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the preliminary study developed to
propose a predicting model for the students’ outcome in the final
exam based on the interactions captured by the PresenceClick
system. Those interactions data give teachers and students the
possibility to avoid failure and drop out. So far, we have tested the
attendance to class and the students’ emotions as model
predictors. The study was divided in three phases: correlation
analysis, multiple linear regression and decision trees. We
founded that attendance as well as student’s emotions influence
the mark. In particular, the negative emotions together with the
attendance seem to be the interactions with bigger influence on
the mark, although the multiple linear regression did not provide
an accurate model. However, the decision tree brought us the
possibility to foresee the students’ performance in the final exam
according to these factors, although a major sample is needed in
order to refine the model.
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Figure 1. Training set’s classification tree
As we can see in table 2 failed students are not well predicted
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